
A BROKER’S GUIDE TO  
PLACING CRANE HIRE RISKS

WHICH TYPE OF CRANE IS BEING USED?

There are two types of crane – Mobile Cranes and Tower 
Cranes. Mobile Cranes are hydraulic powered cranes often 
attached to a truck, whereas Tower Cranes are static and 
shaped like a ‘T’. It’s fundamental that every broker  
communicates which type of crane is being hired by the client.

WHICH CRANE HIRE REGULATIONS APPLY?

Whether it’s a Mobile Crane or Tower Crane being used, it’s 
equally vital to any underwriter calculating the risk that they 
know whether the crane hire is according to Construction 
Plant-hire Association conditions or is a Contract Lift. CPA 
conditions make the hirer responsible for the operation of the 
crane whatever happens, whereas a Contract Lift makes the 
crane company liable.

DISCOVER MORE

Here at Consilium we place a wide range of specialty risks,  
which can often be difficult to place with composite insurers. 
Crane hire is one such particularly niche risk that we have a wealth of experience working with specialty 

underwriters to place. 

It’s important to note there are hundreds of different factors that can come into play when placing a crane 

hire risk, and our experts at Consilium are familiar in all that underwriters are looking to know when  

arranging the right cover at a competitive premium.

However, we have highlighted some of the most important questions every broker needs to be asking 

their client about a crane hire risk, to ensure the placement process goes as smoothly as possible:



WHAT TYPES OF LIFT?

The underwriter needs to be aware if the crane hire is going 
to involve any tandem lifts, and if so, what proportion of 
lifts are tandem lifts. Tandem lifts involve two cranes being 
needed to lift the object, due to its heavy weight. Tandem lifts 
require skilled professionals able to calculate the exact ratios 
of where each crane needs to be located in order to manage 
a successful lift, and are therefore considered greater risk, 
with greater potential losses.

HOW REGULARLY ARE THE CRANES  
SERVICED?

Understandably, underwriters want to know as much  
information about the crane being hired as possible, and how 
likely it is to fail. A recently serviced crane approved for use 
is a good sign that the crane is unlikely to fail, and could even 
result in lower premiums for your client if this information can 
be provided.
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WHAT IS BEING LIFTED?

Brokers should be trying to get as much information as  
possible from their clients about the objects being lifted. As 
well as the weight and value of objects being lifted,  
underwriters are also interested in the type of objects, and 
how they are lifted. For example, glass may not be especially 
heavy or valuable; however lifting it requires the use of  
suckers which are at greater risk of failing. Using the suckers 
creates a significant liability risk, endangering the lives of 
anyone below.

TALK TO OUR EXPERT
Communicating all these pieces of information to us 
means we can secure a speedy placement for you 
on good terms. The more detail you provide will 
help us in trying to secure the best possible terms, 
coverage and price for your client, and is more 
likely to result in a better outcome.

Talk to our Head of Specialist Risks, Andy Graham, 
to understand exactly how we will try to secure the 
best terms for your crane hire client. Andy has vast  
experience in placing risks into specialty markets, 
and can assist brokers with all types of crane hire 
risks. Contact Andy in the following ways:

Andy Graham
Head of Specialist Risks

   andy.graham@consiliumbroking.com

   07423 677 046
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